
Families Have Fun Learning “All About Algae”
by Jenna Kinghorn
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B E T W E E N  t h e  T I D E S
F r i e n d s  o f  F i t z g e r a l d  M a r i n e  R e s e r v e

On July 25, nineteen parents and kids arrived at Fitzgerald Marine Reserve (FMR) at 8:00 a.m. for 
the second in our series of “Family Fun Days.” Ranger Sarah Lenz and I organized the event and the 
day was made a great success with the very enthusiastic help of park aide Jessica Donald and volunteer 
naturalists Kumi Ishida, Ellen Gartside, Tom Ciotti, Linda Ciotti, Susan Evans, Kelly Huber, and 
Gregg Berman (who recently began work at FMR as a park aide!).

We began with a short true-and-false quiz to find out how much everyone already knew about 
algae. Many already realized that the word “algae” refers to both microscopic and macroscopic (big 
enough to be seen without a microscope) organisms, while “seaweed” is only used for macroscopic 
algae. We learned further that “kelp” is a subset of “seaweed” and describes a group of very large brown 
algae that grow off temperate coasts like ours.

 Most of us already knew that algae range in size from single-celled microscopic organisms to 
giant kelp that reaches nearly 200 feet in length. We knew that algae grow using photosynthesis, which 
captures the sun’s energy. We knew that algae produce oxygen and absorb the greenhouse gas carbon 
dioxide. And some of us had already learned the hard way—by losing our footing during a previous 
FMR visit!—that some algae produce a gelatinous coating to keep from drying out during low tide, 
making it very slippery underfoot.

But we also encountered a few surprising facts. Corraline algae can live for centuries—up to 700 
years!—if it’s not killed by a storm or consumed by a grazer. Giant kelp can grow two feet in one day, 
and bull kelp can grow 10 inches in that same time span. Some forms of 
algae actually thrive in water polluted by rain runoff from agricultural 
land or untreated or partially treated sewage, which provides nutrients 
such as phosphorous and nitrogen. 

The biggest surprise to me was finding out that in recent 
years algae has been removed from the Plant Kingdom in the old  
Linnean biological classification hierarchy. As authors Jennifer and  
Jeff Mondragon explain in their excellent book Seaweeds of the Pacific 
Coast, “Until the 1960s, all life was categorized into two kingdoms: 
Plants and Animals...At present, the most common classification scheme 
is a five-kingdom system that includes: Kingdom Plantae, Kingdom An-
imalia, Kingdom Monera, Kingdom Fungi, and Kingdom Protoctista...
As scientists learn more...we are realizing that our five-kingdom clas-
sification system is an oversimplification and is as artificial as the old, 
two-kingdom system. Thus, the way we subdivide life into categories is 

Corraline algae can 

live for centuries—up 

to 700 years! . . . 

Giant kelp can grow 

two feet in one day, 

and bull kelp can grow 

10 inches in that same 

time span.

Moss Beach was named for the mossy-looking pincushion 
algae in the center of the photo. On the right is rockweed 
and on the left Turkish towel.continued on page 3
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The graph displayed across the  
page bottoms shows tides 
for 8/24/09 to 3/21/10. 
Where the date appears is 
midnight. The reefs are ac-
cessible for exploring only 
during low tides. See: www. 
fitzgeraldreserve.org/resourc-
es.html and click on “high 
and low tides,” for a more 
detailed tide chart. Note: 
the lowest tides this period 
are:   
 -1.10 11/4 5:32 pm
 -1.46 12/4 6:09 pm
 -1.61 1/1 5:05 pm
 -1.34 1/29 4:01 pm
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Our Mission:
To inspire the preservation of our 

unique intertidal environment 
through education and the  

support of research.

Saturday 
September 19th

9-NOON:
California Coastal 

Cleanup Day
Pick up gloves and bags 
at our sign-up table at  

the Pillar Point Boat  
Launch Ramp.

NEW LOCATION!!!!!
ALL AGES WELCOME

REGISTER SOON! 

Sunday 
October 4th

9-NOON: 
What Bird is That? 
Veteran birder Shannon 
Lyday from the Gulf of 
the Farallones National 

Marine Sanctuary leads a 
bird-spotting expedition.

AGES 8+ with an adult

REGISTER BEFORE  
September 25th

Thursday 
December 17th

4-7 pm: 
Night  

Tidepooling Tour
Bundle up in warm 
clothes, bring your 

flashlights, and come 
explore the reef by night 
with staff and volunteer 

naturalists.

ALL AGES WELCOME

REGISTER BEFORE  
December 12th

Heavy rain cancels these events! All these events are FREE and open to the public.

Join Us for Upcoming  
Family Fun Days

The number of participants may be limited, so  
register early by calling Ranger Sarah Lenz  
at 650-728-3584 with your name, phone  
number, number attending, and  
ages of kids.

On two Saturdays in May, members of 
FFMR manned a table at the New Leaf 
Community Market in Half Moon Bay. 
Volunteer naturalist David Crisp and board 
members Denise Dowsett, Ellen Gartside, 
Kelly Huber, Mary DeLong, and Tom and 
Linda Ciotti were very successful in solicit-
ing votes from customers to enable FFMR 
to continue in the New Leaf Envirotokens 
Program, and Half Moon Bay New Leaf 
Community Market has selected FFMR 
to continue its participation. Many thanks 
to our table volunteers and everyone who 
voted for us!

The Envirotokens program supports 
local non-profits by donating 5¢ for every 

reusable bag used by 
customers. FFMR is 
one of six local non-
profits in the Half 
Moon Bay vicinity that has been selected 
to participate. This program has become a 
great resource for FFMR and will be very 
beneficial in helping us to continue our an-
nual volunteer naturalist training class, and 
also in supporting our continuing schol-
arship program at Half Moon Bay High 
School.

So, the next time you are shopping 
in Half Moon Bay, help us out by bringing 
your own bag to New Leaf and dropping 
your token in the FFMR slot!  u

FFMR Included in New Leaf’s  
Envirotokens Program
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going to continue to change and evolve...Where 
algae fit into this classification scheme will also 
continue to change.” Cur-
rently algae are grouped 
with slime mold, diatoms, 
and dinoflagellates in 
Kingdom Protoctista, and 
I’m trying to retrain my 
brain to think of algae as “photosynthetic organ-
isms” instead of plants. 

After our true-or-false quiz, we broke up 
into five small groups, and spread out to learn 
more at the Exploration Stations set up in the 
picnic area.

Station 1: Fun Facts
When asked to help out with the All 

About Algae event, volunteer naturalist Tom  
Ciotti threw himself into the subject with his 
usual gusto. During his research, he uncovered 
many interesting facts, some of which he turned 
into a quiz game. Among the fun facts that par-
ents and kids learned: 

• an algae called Trentepohlia grows on the cy-
press trees in the forest of the reserve

• the float of bull kelp contains the poisonous 
gas carbon monoxide

• an algae called Prionitis smells like laundry 
bleach

Station 2: Algae Anatomy
Volunteer naturalist Ellen Gartside used 

some real algae samples to help us explore algae 
anatomy and adaptations, and then we put to-
gether algae puzzles that Ellen created.

Seaweeds have less complex structures than 
plants. Instead of roots, a seaweed has a holdfast; 
instead of stems or a trunk, it has a stipe; and 
instead of leaves, it has broad, leaf-like blades. 

Seaweeds can absorb nutrients through any 
part of their body (unlike a plant, which can only 
take up nutrients through its roots). This means 
seaweeds don’t need the tissues that plants do for 
transporting nutrients throughout the body. 

The stipe is strong but more flexible than 
most plants’ trunks and branches, to withstand 
being whipped around by wave action. 

Ellen Gartside helped kids and parents un-
derstand the anatomy of kelp using puzzle 
pieces. 

Tom Ciotti, holding an example of an  
algae that lives on cypress trees in the  
reserve, played a Fun Facts quiz game.

Park Aide Jessica Donald helped 
us explore the many everyday 
products that contain algae  
extract.

Ranger Sarah Lenz brought out a 
sea otter pelt for people to handle at 
one of our Exploration Stations.

While plants use only 
their leaves to gather sunlight, 
seaweeds have chlorophyll 
throughout their bodies, so even 

their holdfasts and 
stipes can photo-
synthesize, unlike 
a plant’s roots and 
stems. 

Because a seaweed’s blades 
are likely to be turned over fre-
quently by wave action, they 
can photosynthesize on both 
surfaces. This contrasts with 
the leaves of most plants, which 
have their upper surface fac-
ing the sun the majority of the 
time, so they have chlorophyll 
concentrated on the upper sur-
face but very little on the lower 
surface.

Station 3: How  
Animals Use Algae

Ranger Sarah Lenz challenged 
us to match up the name and photo 
of an animal with a description of the 
way it uses algae to survive. A few ex-
amples were the kelp crab, which uses 
algae for food, habitat, and camou-
flage; the gumboot chiton, which eats 
and gets some of its red coloration 
from algae; and the sea otter, which 
anchors itself with strands of giant 
kelp when resting. 

Station 4: How  
Humans Use Algae

Park aide Jessica Donald ran an 
Exploration Station about the many uses 
humans have found for algae. In the early 
1900s giant kelp was harvested by the 
ton for use in making potash, a key in-
gredient of the ammunition used in both 
world wars. Algin, carageenan, and agar 
are extracts taken from seaweed and used 
in products to create a smooth, creamy 
texture. Some brands of instant pudding, 
hair conditioner, garden fertilizer, and 
yogurt all contain algae extracts.  ➤

Algae continued from page 1

an algae called Prionitis  
smells like laundry bleach
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Station 5: Taste Testing
Volunteer naturalist Kumi Ishida made home-

made seaweed soup for us from an old family recipe. 
Kumi also made hand-rolled sushi of cucumber and 
rice wrapped in a crisp sheet of nori.

Volunteer naturalist Linda Ciotti gave us dif-
ferent kinds of dried seaweed to taste, plus samples 
of seaweed salad, brownies made from a mix that 
had an algae extract in it, and a fruit juice contain-
ing another algae extract. We learned that seaweed 
provides vitamins A, B1, B2, B6, niacin, and C, and 
is rich in iodine, potassium, iron, magnesium and 
calcium. 

There is evidence of nine kinds of seaweed in 
the archaeological remains of a meal eaten in Monte Verde, 
Chile, more than 14,000 years ago. “Sea vegetables” are avail-

able in area grocery stores and online, 
where you can find a number of recipes 
to try.

Seaweed Sort
After about an hour at the Explo-

ration Stations, our small groups went 
down to the beach, where Ranger Sarah 
Lenz had set aside piles of seaweed for a 
“seaweed sort.” We pulled apart the piles 
to classify the seaweed into the three divi-
sions of algae: red (Phylum Rhodophyta), 
brown (Phylum Phaeophyta), and green 
(Phylum Chlorophyta). It was not as easy 
as it sounds!  ➤

  

Human Giant Green 
Anemone Sea Sacs Bull Kelp Sea Lettuce

Kingdom Animalia Animalia Protoctista Protoctista Protoctista

Phylum Chordata Cnidaria Rhodophyta Phaeophyta Chlorophyta

Class Mammalia Anthozoa Rhodophyceae Phaeophyceae Ulvophyceae

Order Primates Actiniaria Palmariales Laminariales Ulotrichales

Family Hominidae Actniidae Palmariaceae Lessoniaceae Ulvaceae

Genus Homo Anthopleura Halosaccion Nereocystis Ulva

Species sapiens xanthogrammica glandiforme luetkeana (various)

Linnean Classification System

Kumi Ishida served sea-
weed soup and hand-rolled 
sushi at the Taste Testing 
Exploration Station. 

The Taste Testing Station was a favorite activ-
ity. We found seaweed extract in brownies and 
juice.  

Sorting seaweed into red, brown, and 
green divisions was more difficult than we  
expected. 

One very long bull kelp specimen 
turned up in our seaweed sort. 

The Linnean scientific classification system has changed as researchers have learned more about genetics. Algae are 
no longer considered plants and are grouped in a relatively new kingdom; sea anemones (see Creature Feature on page 
7) are still considered animals, but have been moved from phylum Coelenterata (sack-shaped) to Cnidaria (stingers).
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The Visible Spectrum

longer wavelength
lower energy

shorter wavelength
higher energy

red orange yellow green blue violet

Sunlight includes many different wave-
lengths of energy, and different wavelengths in 
the visible range have characteristic colors, which 
you can see when the light passes through a prism 
and creates a rainbow effect. Red has a longer 
wavelength and lower energy; violet, at the other 
end of the spectrum, has a shorter wavelength 
and higher energy. 

An object’s color comes from the wave-
lengths of light it reflects; for example, an item 
appears green when it reflects the yellow-green 
wavelengths and absorbs the violet-blue and 
red-orange. An item that is black absorbs all the 
wavelengths, while an item that is white reflects 
all the wavelengths.

As sunlight passes through water, some 
wavelengths of energy are filtered out. The deeper 
the water, the more wavelengths are filtered. 

Chlorophyll, the substance that makes 
photosynthesis possible, appears green because 
it absorbs the red-orange and violet-blue wave-
lengths, but reflects the yellow-green wavelengths. 
Some types of algae have accessory pigments in 
their makeup to enhance absorption of sunlight 
at different depths, an adaptation to the light-fil-
tering effects of water. These different pigments 
have led to three divisions (phyla) of algae: green, 
red, and brown. But identifying which phylum 
a species belongs to is not as easy as noting its 

color; while most green 
algae looks green, many 
red algae appear brown 
or green, and brown algae 
often are green or red!

Most freshwater algae are green 
algae. Green algae have only the green 
pigment, chlorophyll, which absorbs 
the violet-blue and red-orange. They 
live in relatively shallow water, and can 
also live out of water, in the tissue of li-
chens or in films that look like a green 
stain on a tree or rock. Some species 
of green algae thrive in seawater. In 
the reserve, we have sea lettuce (vari-
ous species of Ulva), sea strings (vari-
ous species of Enteromorpha), and the 
moss-like ocean pin cushion (various 
species of Cladophora) for which the 
community of Moss Beach is named.

While it has chlorophyll, which 
will absorb the red-orange and violet-
blue wavelengths, red algae also has 
blue and red pigments, which will 
absorb the yellow-green wavelengths. 
Coralline algae, 12 species of which 
are found in the reserve, are a red  
algae. So are sea sacs (Halosaccion  
glandiforme), Turkish towel (various  ➤  

Surf grass is a marine plant, not an algae.

Sea sacs poke up through a carpet of another algae,  
Neorhodomela larix. 

A bull kelp stipe curves gracefully through some rockweed 
and other species of algae. 

Sea sacs in the center of the photo are 
surrounded by several other species of 
algae, including pincushion in the 
upper right, sea lettuce at the lower 
left, and the tar-like growth of one 
phase of Turkish towel at the lower 
right. 
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 Algae We Found Algae Eaters We Found

•  sea sacs •  sea urchin

•  sea lettuce •  owl limpet

•  Turkish towel •  kelp crab

•  sea palm •  abalone

•  encrusting coralline algae •  dunce cap limpet

•  branching coralline algae •  black turban snail

•  iridescent algae

•  the epiphyte algae Smithoa growing on 
blades of surf grass (which is the only  
marine plant in the reserve)

Although algae cover 
almost every square 

foot of rock in the 
intertidal, it is often 
overlooked during a 

tidepool tour.

species of Mastocarpus), iridescent algae (vari-
ous species of Mazzaella [formerly Iridaea]), 

and nori (various species of Porphyra), all of 
which can be found in the reserve.

Brown algae has a golden-brown 
pigment in addition to chlorophyll. Rock-
weed (various species of Fucus), sea palm 

(Postelsia palmaeformis), giant kelp (Macro-
systis pyrifera), and bull kelp (Nereocystis lu-

etkeana) are all brown algae found within the 
reserve.

Seaweed Scavenger Hunt
By the time we were done sorting seaweed, 

we had a very good idea of what the various spe-
cies that live in FMR look like, so we set out into 
the tidepools to find them—and the critters who 
eat them.

Check out the descriptions of upcoming 
Family Fun Days on page 2 and be sure to regis-
ter early if you want to join in the fun!   u

Sea sacs, in the center 
of the photo, are one 

of the easiest seaweeds 
to identify.

Purple sea urchin

Abalone

Sea palms

Dunce cap limpet
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Creature Feature

Some of the most conspicuous animals found 
in the tide pools of Fitzgerald Marine Reserve 
(FMR), the brightly colored sea anemones, are 
named after the equally ornately colored ter-
restrial flowers. The most familiar are the giant 
green anemone (Anthopleura xanthogrammica); 
the aggregating anemone (Anthpleura elegantis-
sima), which has a gray-green appearance; and 
the brooding or proliferating anemone (Epiactis 
prolifera), colors of which include green, brown, 
orange, blue and gray with delicate white lines on 
the lower part of its column. 

The giant green anemone gets its vibrant 
color partially from pigmentation and partially 
from the symbiotic algae (unicellular green algae 
and dinoflagellates) that live deep within the tis-
sues lining the gut. Algae is also found in the tis-
sues of the aggregating anemone. The algae live a 
protected existence and do not have to compete 
for space, and the the anemones benefit from ex-
tra nutrients. Anemones living in dark caves will 
not have near the vibrancy and color of the ani-
mals exposed to more sunlight. 

Lesser known is the sunburst or solitary 
anemone (Anthopleura sola), distinguished by its 
coloration—the column is 
pale gray-green to white and 
its tentacles are pink, lavender 
or blue—and the sun-ray pat-
tern in the space surrounded 
by its tentacles. 

Sea anemones are cy-
lindrical in shape with an oral 
disc at the top end. The disc 
is surrounded by a ring of tentacles containing 
cnidocytes, or stinging cells. Within the sting-
ing cells are nematocysts, microscopic hollow 
spring-loaded harpoons that can be fired into the 
environment to enable the animals to capture 
prey and defend themselves. These nematocysts 
contain a nerve toxin that causes paralysis that 
ultimately stuns the prey. The relatively thick skin 
of humans is not penetrated by the sea anemone’s 
weaponry; if you tickle a sea anemone’s tentacles 
with your fingers, you’ll feel them sticking to 

you, but you won’t feel any irritation. (Although 
rumor has it that dedicated naturalists in years 
past learned the hard way that the lips can be ir-
ritated by the anemone’s sting!)

Anemones are 
mostly carnivorous. 
When a prey animal 
touches an anemone’s 
body, its tentacles dis-
charge hundreds or even 
thousands of nemato-
cysts into the victim. 
The giant green anemo-
ne captures animals such as crabs, 
fishes, sea urchins and detached mussels, whereas 
the aggregating anemone feeds upon copepods, 
isopods, amphipods and other small  
animals.

An opening on the 
oral disc of the anemone 
acts as both mouth and 
anus and opens directly 
into the digestive tract. In 
this sac-like structure, food 
is digested and water is stored 

d u r i n g 
low tides. 
Stunned prey 
animals are moved by the 
tentacles through the open-
ing into the digestive cav-
ity. The sea anemone 
has no organs, 
and as an inver-

tebrate lacks any kind of skeleton, 
but its fleshy body can contract 
and expand. When it finishes di-
gesting prey, it egests undigest-
ible parts such as shells.

A pedal disc at the bottom 
end of the anemone’s cylindrical 
body attaches the animal to rocks or 
blades of kelp. Some use special contractile fibers 
(like primitive muscles), combined with mucous 
secretions, to affix themselves. Others prefer ➤ 

Beautiful Stingers: The Sea Anemones
text and sketches by Kelly Huber

Anthopleura  
xanthogrammica

Anthpleura elegantissima

Epiactis prolifera

…if you tickle a sea anemone’s 

tentacles with your fingers, you’ll feel 

them sticking to you, but you won’t 

feel any irritation.
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leather star a burrowing existence in sand or mud. Although 
anemones appear to be sedentary, most of them 
are able to creep around utilizing their pedal 
discs. 

While anemones generally move along in 
the range of centimeters 
per hour, the approach 
of a leather star (Derm-
asterias imbricata), one 
of the few animals that 
preys upon them, will 
make them pick up the 
pace! The proliferat-
ing anemone and the 
aggregating anemone 

both show a rapid 
escape response when confronted by the 
leather star. When touched by the leather 
star, the anemone withdraws its tentacles 
and detaches its pedal disc from the rock; 
a cone-shaped projection appears in the 

middle of the pedal disc; and the anemone 
swims away by bending its column-shaped body! 
If unmolested, the anemone will reattach itself to 
the substratum in due time.

Few other animals prey upon anemones. 
The shag-rug nudibranch will attack the col-
umn, and carnivorous snails called wentletraps 
sometimes eat the tips of the tentacles, which the 
anemone can grow back.

Another defense method employed by a 
fully erect (water-filled) anemone is to retract its 
tentacles into its central cavity when disturbed. It 
expels sea water from its digestive tract and pulls 
down against the rocks if further provoked. Tide 
pool visitors often elicit this response by prod-
ding an anemone. Aggregating anemones con-
tract when exposed to sunlight and cover them-
selves with bits of shell fragments, small pebbles 
and algae to reduce desiccation and improve 
camouflage.

wentletraps on an 
anemone

“Warrior anemones” with specialized tentacles 

live along the edges of clonal groups, and you’ll 

often see a “demilitarized zone” of bare rock 

between aggregations.

Some anemones live alone, oth-
ers group together. The proliferat-

ing anemone lives in isolation, 
but often shelters a brood of 
young growing on its column. 
The giant green anemones ap-

pear to live in solitary splendor, 
yet they are often in tentacle-tip 

contact with each other, with more 
than a dozen found in just one square 

yard of good habitat. The very similar sun-
burst anemone also lives singly.

But the aggregating anemones live in com-
pact arrangements called clonal groups. These 
groups are formed when an anemone clones 
itself by splitting in half from top to bottom. 
This process of longitudinal fission results in one 

anemone becoming 
two genetically identi-
cal clones. The clones 
divide themselves when 
they reach a proper size, 
and their clones also 
eventually split, and so 
a clonal group of aggre-
gating anemones grows 
exponentially. Sticking 

close together probably improves their ability to 
capture food. 

They also use their weaponry against 
members of their own kind. When one clonal 
group intrudes into the territory of a different 
group, stinging cells establish borders. “Warrior 
anemones” with specialized tentacles live along 
the edges of clonal groups, and you’ll often see 
a “demilitarized zone” of bare rock between ag-
gregations.

Living up to their nickname of “flowers of 
the sea,” sea anemones are a source of beauty and 
wonder for tide pool visitors, but these seemingly 
simple animals are quite complex. This ancient 
class of animals vastly predates our own species 
—fossils of cnidarians occur in Cambrian rocks. 
Recently the giant green anemone has become the 
source of a new heart stimulant, and various spe-
cies have been the subject of other chemical and 
pharmacological studies. They are some of the 
longest-lived invertebrates in the marine habitat, 
in that they can live up to 100 years in the wild, 
and even 300 years in captivity. The sea anemo-
nes demand our respect and protection.  u

-1.61
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Although Bob Breen has been retired from his 
job as Fitzgerald Marine Reserve’s head ranger 
for five years now, his dedication to the reserve 
and ocean conservation in general hasn’t waned. 
(See related article on page 10.)

Upon retirement from FMR in 2004, 
Bob enrolled in San Francisco State University 
(SFSU) and obtained a Master’s Degree in Ma-
rine Biology in 2007. In 2008 Bob retired from 
teaching the marine biology class at Half Moon 
Bay High School (HMBHS), a post that he had 
held since 1995.

Remarkably, the demanding Marine Pro-
tected Area designation process has not con-
sumed all his time and energy.

“Well, I’m still on the 
Sanctuary (Gulf of the Farral-
lones National Marine Sanctu-
ary (GFNMS) Advisory Coun-
sel and the Climate Change 
Working Group.” GFNMS 
is working towards having a 
visitor’s center somewhere be-
tween Half Moon Bay and 
Princeton and they would like 
to have a portion of the center 
devoted to FMR and the State 
Parks, and Bob is involved in 
that. He also continues to be 
an important member of the 
Board of Directors of FFMR, 
and he has taught part (and for 
many years all!) of the volunteer naturalist train-
ing program nearly every year since it began in 
the 1980s.

Another of his duties for 
FFMR is to attend the 

Bob Breen
by Linda Ciotti

Volunteer Spotlight

HMBHS awards cere-
mony at the end of the 
school year, at which 
he presents the Bob 
Breen Science Schol-
arship. To date 11 
scholarships have 
been awarded to stu-
dents with strong 
academic achieve-
ment who plan to at-
tend a four-year college 
and major in a science. 
FFMR established the schol-
arship to honor Bob for his dual 

roles as ranger and 
teacher, and the program has 
grown from one $500 scholar-
ship awarded annually starting 
in 2001 to two $1000 scholar-
ships awarded annually begin-
ning in 2008. (New HMBHS 
marine biology teacher Joseph 
Centoni, profiled in the April 
2009 issue, was the first recipi-
ent of the Bob Breen Science 
Scholarship.)

Bob still enjoys riding 
his bicycle several times a week 
and kayaking, which keeps 
him fit and trim. He is now 
the proud grandfather of three, 
and he and his wife Mary enjoy 

babysitting as often as they can. Son Matthew is a 
police officer on a big city force, and son Mike is 
a budget analyst for a non-profit organization. 

Bob feels the entire MPA process is very 
important and says he will help in the future if 
asked.  

FFMR would like to thank Bob for his un-
relenting energy, the uncountable hours, and the 
unknown miles driven in working so diligently 
on behalf of all of us. We need to pull out the 
“THANKS BOB!” pins distributed at Bob’s re-
tirement party in 2004 and start wearing them 
again.  u

It’s time to 
dust off the pins 

that were handed out at 
Bob’s retirement party!

Bob Breen showing his kids the 
reserve in 1974.

FFMR would like 

to thank Bob for his 

unrelenting energy, 

the uncountable 

hours, and the 

unknown miles 

driven in working so 

diligently on behalf of 

all of us. 
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Former Fitzgerald Marine Reserve Ranger Bob 
Breen started working at the reserve just after 
its formal designation in 1969. At his retire-
ment party in 2004, FFMR supporters all wore 
pins with Bob’s likeness on them, and the mes-
sage, “Thanks, Bob!” because he was such an ef-
fective advocate for the reserve. On August 5th, 
2009, his tireless work—which has continued, 
and some would argue increased, since his retire-
ment!—paid off in a big way.

FMR Gets Marine Protected Area Status — 
Thanks (Again!) Bob!

by Linda Ciotti

Fitzgerald Marine Reserve (FMR) has been 
officially designated a Marine Protected Area 
(MPA) under the California State Marine Life 
Protection Act Initiative. Furthermore, the re-
serve’s boundaries have been expanded to stretch 
from Pillar Point Harbor to Montara State Beach 
and three miles (instead of the current one thou-
sand feet) from the coastline out to sea.

In 2006, the Natural Resources Defense 
Council (NRDC) called Bob and asked if he 
would be interested in being a stakeholder in 
the Marine Protected Area (MPA) process that 
was about to start considering the central coast 
of California. The purpose of the stakeholders 
group was to work out the details of designating 
various MPAs from Point Arena in Mendocino 
County to Pigeon Point in San Mateo County, an 
area commonly referred to as the “North Central 
Coast.” Bob said “yes”.  

As with all bureaucratic entities, Bob need-
ed nominations to be considered for the post of 
stakeholder. Of course, this was an easy matter 
for Bob, as he received nominations from the 
NRDC, the Surfrider Foundation, and of course, 
FFMR.  

Thus began his journey working with 
23 other primary stakeholders and 24 alternate 
stakeholders, five members of a Blue Ribbon 
Task Force appointed by the Governor, and five 
members of the Fish & Game Commission, who 
would make the final decision. The stakeholders 
included environmentalists, fishermen, business 
people, conservationists and scientists. 

The stakeholders for the North Central 
Coast held 38 formal meetings at various loca-
tions between February 2007 and August 5, 2009. 
In between those meetings, they attended dozens 
of informal meetings, and studied thousands of 
pages of research and proposals about the merits 
of possible MPA locations and the pros and cons 
of different levels of protection.

The MPA process originally began in 1999 
when many marine resource managers wanted 
to institute MPAs on the California coast. Many 
MPAs in other areas had been studied by that 
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time, and it was found that the fish populations in-
creased, as well as the size of the fish. Female fish 
produce more eggs after they reach a large size 
and the result is a larger population. So MPAs 
are a valuable tool in preserving areas where fish 
and other animals are protected and thereby are 
allowed to live longer, grow larger, and increase 
reproductivity. 

Although larger fish populations are better 
for fishermen, the fishing industry—both com-
mercial and recreational—has historically been 
very vocal in their opposition to many MPA pro-
posals, effectively shutting down earlier conser-
vation efforts. They were no less vocal, and no 
less opposed, during the North Central Coast 
MPA designation process.

Bob said that at a meeting held in Bodega 
Bay in May 2007, 400 fishermen were in atten-
dance. For the most part the fishermen felt their 
fishing rights and favorite fishing spots were be-
ing taken away. Much of the opposition came 
from recreational fishermen, who account for 
more than 50% of the groundfish landings along 
the coasts of the three western states.

Another argument made in opposition to 
implementing MPAs was 
the issue of paying for 
monitoring and enforce-
ment. Bob indicated that 
the funding for monitor-
ing was already in place 
prior to the recent bud-
get problems facing the 
State of California. The 
money will come from 
bond grants. The state 
will only have to provide 
approximately $3.5M toward the $11M needed, 
according to Fish and Game Commissioner Sut-
ton.  

Enforcement will be a cooperative effort 
provided by State Park Rangers, County Park 
Rangers, Fish and Game Wardens, NOAA and 
the National Parks. Another important aspect of 
enforcement will be signage placed at the various 
launch sites within the MPAs to explain rules and 
show in detail where fishing will be allowed.  

After many meetings held up and down 
the north central coast and countless hours at-
tending public hearings, two final proposals were 
presented to the Fish and Game Commissioners 

for a vote: the Integrated Pre-
ferred Alternative (IPA) which 
was supported by the environ-
mentalists, and the 2XA plan 
supported by the fishermen.

“On the Friday before 
the Wednesday (August 5th) 
vote, one of the commission-
ers who had indicated she was 
in favor of the IPA had been 
asked to resign from the com-
mission in light of a conflict of 
interest,” Bob said. This was 
devastating news to all of those 
in favor of the IPA. However, 
“on Monday, Gov. Schwarzenegger appointed a 
replacement commissioner, who we felt would 
vote in favor of the IPA, so that was better.” 

The meeting was convened on August 
5th, and many speakers made their last effort to 
persuade the commissioners to vote their way. 
FFMR had five representatives take their turns 
at the podium: Bob; Mary DeLong, President of 
FFMR; Steve Durkin, former Ranger at FMR; 
and volunteers Mike Davis and Gregg Berman. 

Volunteer Sandi Meyer 
was also in attendance, 
but gave her designated 
time to Bob Breen. 

After hours of 
hearing speakers from 
both sides of the argu-
ment, the commission-
ers took a break. “We felt 
that after the break, they 
were going to come back 

in and announce a delay in the vote,” Bob said. 

When they reconvened, they voted on 
three issues:

1) The Draft Environmental Impact Report 
(EIR) passed; 

2) A vague motion to postpone the entire MPA 
process failed; and

3) A motion to approve the IPA without modi-
fication passed.

“All of us in favor of the IPA were stunned 
by the vote and we just sat there for 15-20 
seconds before realizing the IPA had passed. 
Then we all broke into applause and started  
cheering!” Days later, Bob indicated in an   ➤  

Some of Bob’s fellow stakeholders on an out-
ing to the Farrallon Islands during the MPA 
process.

Many MPAs in other 

areas had been studied 

by that time, and it 

was found that the fish 

populations increased, 

as well as the size of 

the fish. 

Although larger fish populations are better 

for fishermen, the fishing industry—both 

commercial and recreational—has historically 

been very vocal in their opposition to many 

MPA proposals, effectively shutting down 

earlier conservation efforts.
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email that everyone was “still elated.” He expressed 
deep thanks to all who participated in supporting the 
IPA. 

Now that the MPA process for the North 
Central Coast is complete, various areas identified in 
the IPA will have an MPA designation. One of those 
areas will include Fitzgerald Marine Reserve. 

The area between Pillar Point Harbor and 
Ross’ Cove will be designated as Pillar Point Ma-
rine Conservation Area where some fishing will 
be allowed. The area between Ross’ Cove and 
Montara State Beach will be designated Montara 
State Marine Reserve where no fishing, harvesting 
or collecting will be allowed. The newly defined 
MPA will extend three miles into the ocean from 
the coastline. 

The new designation is expected to go into  
effect on January 1, 2010.  u

MONTARA 
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MARINE 
RESERVE
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FMR Gets Marine Protected Area Status continued from page 11


